
A RT  M A C H I N E S  AT E L I E R  -  M O N DAY / S O M E DAY

LIGO, Livingston, LA

Monday...
-strategize with staff to figure out a time schedule to mess 
around with this stuff
-summer camp dry run with mark-making activity
-in-house activity sharing

Discovery Science Place, Tyler TX

Monday...
-try sound automata activity and cardboard automata activity 
with youth
-share with other teachers

Explora Science & Children’s Museum, 
Albuquerque, NM

Monday...
-digest the Art Machines journal
-make PIE connections to their own pedagogy
-take apart the Cricket to develop new sensors and actuators
-don’t let these ideas/inspirations disappear

St. Louis Science Center, St. Louis, MO

Monday...
-take these experiences to our co-workers
-integrate into alternative design programs
-try cardboard automata and light painting right away
-create a replica of the Learning Studio and the elements

Houston Children’s Museum, Houston, TX

Monday...
-share the scribbling machine activity with upcoming science 
workshop site directors and board president
-integrate new PIE activities from this workshop into our 
Mindfest weekends

Someday...
-identify needs, including Cricket expense 
and time to develop
-collect stuff, materials, tools, and storage containers
-determined to interest our supervisors in PIE
-keep referring to our “stuffed” Art Machines journals

Someday...
-strategic planning to better integrate this type of 
programming
-plan for time to develop new programs like this
-working on a possible sound exhibit to incorporate PIE 
activities as exhibits

Someday...
-make progress on the development of new ideas
-develop our own PIE resources to share
-look for connections with current exhibits
-get educators and exhibit developers together to find 
examples to develop and extend PIE activities

Someday...
-get more training on tools and materials 
-get more Crickets to integrate technology into our 
group activities
-set up a studio instead of a classroom
-try the scratch film/sound automata activity with youth

Someday...
-get all staff to buy-in and build “PIE attitudes”
-build a developmental workshop space, a place for 
staff to mess around with ideas and stuff
-figure out how to enable families and museum visitors 
to take these ideas home
-Invention Convention exhibit opens in two years, build 
PIE programming for it, develop outreach work, make 
our own PIE exhibit components.
-develop “PIE family learning guides” for visitors and 
educators

What will you do Monday? What will you do someday?


